The comparative study of structural, electronic properties, topology of the Fermi surface, and the features of chemical bonding in layered 1111-oxyarsenides LaRhAsO and LaIrAsO has been performed based on the results of ab initio modeling of their electronic structure. It was established that only weak sensitivity with respect both to electron and hole doping is expected for LaIrAsO being non-magnetic metal, however, the Rh-containing compound should be characterized with weak band magnetism, and the hole doping is expected to be able to move its ground state away from the boundary of magnetic instability. The mentioned feature allows to consider LaRhAsO oxyarsenide as a possible "electron analogue" of LaFeAsO compound being the initial phase for the layered FeAs-superconductors.
INTRODUCTION
The oxychalcogenides and oxypnictides with common chemical formula (LaCuSO, LaCuSeO) for various optoelectronic applications [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , materials for solar cells (LaZnPO:Nd 3+ [8] ), ferro-and antiferromagnetic semiconductors (LaCu 1-
Me
x Mn x SeO, LaMnPO [9] [10] [11] ) or even the solids with non-collinear magnetic structure (some compounds with 4f-metals), thermoelectric materials (BiCuSO, BiCuSeO [12, 13] ) and so on. Besides, some non-magnetic 1111-phases can be proposed as the initial crystalline matrices for design of novel magnetic materials with abilities of "fine tuning" of their functional properties by means of the corresponding choice of dopants (see [14] and References therein). But the most significant interest to 1111-oxypnictides is due to the superconductivity discovered in 2008 in LaFeAsO 1-x F x system (T c =26 K [15, 16] ), as well as in some other layered [FeAs]-phases, for instance, in 111-systems LiFeAs [17] and NaFeAs [18] , in 122-phase SrFe 2 As 2 doped with cobalt [19, 20] , in 21311-system Sr 4 V 2 O 6 Fe 2 As 2 [21] and so on. This fact is interesting in that the diamagnetism of compounds being rich in transition metal atoms which is associated with superconductivity seems to be quite unexpected.
Nevertheless, the transition to superconducting state was also observed in a number of other 1111-phases including atoms with open 3d-or 4f-shell, for example, in
LaNiPO [22] , LaNiAsO 1-x F x [23] , in REFeAsO systems (RE = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm [24] ) doped with cobalt, in non-stoichiometric BiCuSO [25] , etc. So, 1111-oxypnictides and oxyhalcogenides can be treated as a promising class of compounds to discover new superconducting materials with high T c values.
Let us emphasize that the most of the known 1111-superconductors are doped compounds, at the same time, they are less common among the pristine phases, and their critical temperature T c is relatively small, for example, LaFePO (4 K), LaNiPO
. In turn, the pure LaFeAsO compound is an antiferromagnetic semiconductor that undergoes a structural phase transition at T <150 K, associated with turning into so-called SDW (spin density wave) state [16, 26] , however, the fluorine doping on the oxygen sublattice (of electronic type) suppresses the mentioned transitions, resulting in move away from the boundary of magnetic instability of the system with its further turning to superconducting state at T <T c . As an alternative strategy of electron doping, the introduction of bivalent strontium into the lanthanum sublattice [27] undefined, if we would base only on symmetry considerations. In the papers [28] [29] only the values of lattice constants a and c for LaRhAsO and LaIrAsO were provided, but not those of z La and z As , so, at the initial stage of the study, the crystal structure of oxyarsenides was fully optimized -both the lattice constants and the internal coordinates, and those optimized values were employed for further calculations.
The electronic structure of the compounds under consideration was modeled using the full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method (FP-LAPW) [30] , implemented in Wien2k software package [31] , within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of exchange-correlation potential in PBE form [32] . The densities of electronic states (DOS) were calculated within the modified tetrahedron method [33] . The radii of atomic muffin-tin (MT) spheres were chosen to be 2.2, 2.0 and 1.8 Bohr for La/Rh/Ir, As and и O, respectively. The employed plane wave basis set was confined by the value of K max defined from the relation R min K max = 7, where
Rmin is the minimal MT radius. The value of E cut-off energy separating the valence states from the core ones was taken to be -6.0 Ry. The integration over the Brillouin zone (BZ) was performed using 12126 k-mesh (63 k-points in the irreducible part of BZ), that is sufficient for modeling the electronic spectrum of the considered compounds with reasonable accuracy, however, for the investigations of topology of the Fermi surface much more dense k-mesh was required (about 3000 k-points in the irreducible part of BZ). The convergence criteria of self-consistent calculations was set to be 0.00005 Ry for total energy, 0.001 e for electronic charges within MT spheres, and 1 mRy/Bohr for atomic forces, -as calculated at consecutive steps.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimized values of structural constants and internal coordinates for LaRhAsO and LaIrAsO in comparison with the available experimental data are given in the states (with an admixture of La-5p, 5d states) also is significant, in other intervals it is relatively small. The vacant band D represents a sharp peak located in the range of about 1.7-3.5 eV above the E F and is composed of 4f states of lanthanum, the E band is adjacent to it and is formed mainly by La-5d states with a small admixture of the states of all other atoms. The structure and composition of the LaRhAsO valence spectrum do not differ qualitatively, it is only essential to note that the filled part of the valence band C for the Rh-containing phase is narrower and its width is approximately 6.1 eV. It follows from the character of band spectrum that both of these compounds should be characterized by metallic conductivity, -in accordance with the experimental data [28] [29] , further, it can be seen from Fig.2 The most significant difference in the electronic structure of the 1111-phases under consideration takes place in the close vicinity of E F . The upper part of the valence band C has a complex multi-peak structure, for LaIrAsO E F is placed on the front of the lower peak, while for LaRhAsO it almost coincides with peak maximum.
For further clarity, Fig. 3 shows the character of the dispersion of the energy bands for the investigated oxyarsenides. LaIrAsO is characterized by a relatively simple E(k) dependence in the vicinity of E F , which includes only highly dispersed bands, however, for LaRhAsO the picture becomes more complicated: the additional E(k) branches appear which correspond to -A and -M directions in BZ, and which reveal low-dispersion behavior near E F (quasi-flat zones) corresponding to the maximum of the DOS peak at E F , in addition, two highly dispersed branches E(k) are shifted to the vicinity of E F -with a minimum at  point, placed about 0.4 eV below E F , and with a minimum at point A, placed almost at E F . For LaIrAsO, the mentioned bands are placed above the E F and do not affect its electronic structure in the ground state. It is known that the DOS maximum at E F favors the stabilization of the ferromagnetic state of the system, in the simplest case this is expressed by well- practically do not contribute to the charge density shared by atoms, being mostly localized. We note that for Rh-As bonds, the maximum of the distribution of the inter-atomic charge density is not oriented along the line connecting the atomic cores, but rather "wraps" the arsenic atoms (Fig.5b) , this feature can be explained both by geometry of the structural blocks (the network of distorted Rh-As tetrahedra) and the type of atomic orbitals (5d, 4p) involved in the formation of bonds. One more peculiarity worth to mention is the formation of direct As-As inter-atomic bonds in 1111-oxyarsenides. It is seen from Fig. 5c that for LaRhAsO and LaIrAsO (c1 and c2, respectively), the character of charge density distribution in (110) plane between the nearest arsenic atoms is typical for directional covalent bonds, however, in As- 
